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ABSTRACT

Background and Objectives: Addictive behaviors are gaining recognition in the clinical community, leading to more attention for the effects of problematic porn use. As many addictive behaviors are characterized by automatically activated approach-tendencies for disorder-relevant stimuli, we tested whether such tendencies are also present for erotic images and whether these are related to problematic porn use.

Methods: Measuring approach-bias for erotic photographs, sixty-two healthy heterosexual and bisexual men completed both a relevant-feature and an irrelevant-feature approach-avoidance task (AAT). Half of participants operated a joystick as response device, the other half a keyboard. We recorded participants’ number of weekly porn-viewing sessions and symptoms of problematic porn use.

Results: The irrelevant-feature AAT produced unreliable results and was not analyzed further. In the relevant-feature AAT, participants had an overall approach-bias towards erotic stimuli. Porn use frequency, but not problematic porn use, was associated with greater erotic approach-bias. This relationship was stronger when measured with a joystick than with a keyboard.

Limitations: Our design did not allow to test the causal direction of the relationship between porn use and approach-bias, and our results cannot be generalized to women, non-heterosexual men, and clinical populations.

Conclusions: Similar to other addictive behaviors and substances, we found a positive relation...
1. Approach-bias and addiction

In the present study, we set out to investigate what drives some individuals to continue using porn despite experiencing negative consequences. An automatically activated action tendency to approach reward-related cues, also known as approach-bias, can draw people to contexts and cues that increase craving and facilitate relapse. Approach-bias has been measured using the Approach-Avoidance Task (AAT), in which participants move a reward cue towards or away from themselves, and the Stimulus-Response Compatibility task (SRC), where participants move a manikin towards or away from a reward cue. Approach-bias for addictive cues has been found in heavy drinkers (AAT: Wiers, Rinck, Kordits, Houben, & Strack, 2010; SRC: Mogg, Bradley, Field, & De Houwer, 2003), and heavy users of cannabis (AAT: Cousijn, Goudriaan, & Wiers, 2011; SRC: Field, Eastwood, Bradley, & Mogg, 2006) and tobacco (AAT: Wiers, Kuhn et al., 2013; SRC: Bradley, Field, Mogg, & De Houwer, 2004). More recently, approach-bias has been found in those exhibiting addictive behaviors without substance involvement, such as excessive videogaming (Rabinovitz & Nagar, 2015) and gambling (Boffo et al., 2018).

When it comes to problematic porn use, studies on approach-bias have only recently started to emerge. Using the AAT, Hofmann, Friese, and Gschwendner (2009) found that men have an overall approach-bias for erotic stimuli, compared to modern art pictures. Snagowski and Brand (2015) confirmed and extended these results, finding that problematic porn craving and social problems predicts an avoidance-bias in some people but an approach-bias in others, whereas individuals without problematic porn cravings and social problems experience no strong approach or avoidance-biases towards erotic stimuli. This finding is at odds with most studies on approach and avoidance in addiction, which report a positive linear association between approach-bias and symptoms of problematic substance use (Christiansen, Cole, Goudie, & Field, 2012; Kersbergen, Woud, & Field, 2015; Wiers et al., 2010). Kersbergen et al. (2015), for example, report a positive relationship between hazardous drinking behavior and approach-bias, as measured with both the AAT and SRC. More in line with this general literature are the findings of Sklenarik et al. (2019) that approach-bias for erotic stimuli correlates with loss of control over porn use but not with problematic porn use more broadly, and the findings of Stark et al. (2017) that approach-bias for erotic stimuli correlates positively with frequency of porn use and severity of problematic porn use. The latter study also revealed, however, that approach-bias scores do not contribute over and above trait sexual motivation to the prediction of problematic porn use.

1.2. The current study

In the current study we analyzed the relationship between approach-bias and porn use more comprehensively, by examining relationships between various operationalizations of both. There are many ways to define (problematic) porn use, multiple variants of the AAT, and multiple response devices that can be used. If we want to know whether approach-bias relates to problematic porn use, our answer to the question depends, in part, on how we define our methods. In the current study, we attempted to minimize the issue between porn use and approach-bias. Future studies using the relevant-feature AAT will likely benefit from using the joystick rather than the keyboard.
of inflated researcher degrees of freedom by reporting the effects of multiple operationalizations of each aforementioned construct.

There are different variants of the AAT; in our study, participants completed both a relevant-feature AAT and an irrelevant-feature AAT. The relevant-feature AAT requires participants to approach or avoid a stimulus, depending on its addiction-relevant features. In the relevant-feature part of our study, we instructed participants to approach erotic stimuli and avoid non-erotic stimuli during one block, and to avoid erotic stimuli and approach non-erotic stimuli during another block. In the irrelevant-feature AAT, participants are instructed to approach or avoid stimuli depending on a feature that is addiction-irrelevant, such as image format or tilt (Wiers et al., 2010). In the irrelevant-feature part of our study, participants were instructed to approach or avoid stimuli depending on the hair colour of the women in the picture. In both task variants, approach-bias is operationalized as the RT difference between approaching and avoiding erotic images, relative to the RT difference between approaching and avoiding non-erotic stimuli. Relevant-feature and irrelevant-feature approach-bias scores are often uncorrelated, indicating they measure different constructs (Wiers, Gladwin, & Rinck, 2013). The relevant-feature AAT is typically found to be more reliable, and relates more strongly to measures of problematic behavior (e.g. Kersbergen et al., 2015).

Apart from feature relevance, responses to the AAT can be made with a joystick (e.g. Rinck & Becker, 2007) or with a keyboard (e.g. Peeters et al., 2012), among others. As far as we know, no studies have directly compared the reliability and validity of these two response devices for the AAT so far. Early accounts theorized that approach and avoidance responses respectively facilitate arm flexion and extension (Chen & Bargh, 1999), and thus considered arm movements crucial for approach-bias measurement. However, a more recent study (van Dantzig, Pecher, & Zwaan, 2008) found that affective word approach-bias was evoked by a visual zoom effect, regardless of the presence of arm movement. Keyboard and joystick versions of the AAT should thus be largely similar, provided that a zoom effect is included in both; in our study, half of participants responded with the keyboard, and the other half with the joystick.

To measure determinants and consequences of porn use, we recorded participants’ total weekly porn use, self-perceived problematic symptoms, and craving. We expected that (a) approach-bias scores on the relevant-feature AAT would be more reliable than approach-bias scores on the irrelevant-feature AAT, that (b) approach-biases for erotic stimuli would be related to indices of problematic porn use and frequency of porn use, and that (c) the pattern of results would not be influenced by the choice of response device.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Sixty-three adult males participated (\(M_{\text{age}} = 24.47, SD = 6.42\)). Participants with odd participant numbers were assigned to the joystick condition and participants with even participant numbers were assigned to the keyboard condition. Data of one participant was lost due to a computer crash. Of the remaining participants, 58 were heterosexual and 4 were bisexual. Participants were recruited in and around the University of Amsterdam campus using flyers, posters, and the university’s participant recruitment system, and they were told the study was about viewing erotic pictures. Groups did not differ significantly on problematic porn use symptoms, last week’s porn use, age, or relational status, as compared with t-tests and \(\chi^2\) tests, all ps > .05. Participants had an average PPUS score of 11.40 (\(SD = 10.64, \min = 0, \max = 52\)) and viewed porn 3.52 times per week on average (\(SD = 2.79, \min = 0, \max = 13\)), each session lasting an average of 19.03 min (\(SD = 14.28, \min = 0, \max = 90\)) for a total of 62.58 min per week on average (\(SD = 62.90, \min = 0, \max = 300\)).

2.2. Questionnaires

The Problematic Pornography Use Inventory (PPUS) was used to measure problematic porn use (Kor et al., 2014). This questionnaire consists of 12 items with a six-point Likert scale. The scale is reliable (\(\alpha\) in the current study = .92), and valid, predicting psychopathological symptoms, lack of self esteem, attachment insecurity, hypersexuality, internet addiction, and motivation for pornography use (Kor et al., 2014).

The frequency and intensity of porn use was measured by asking how many times participants used porn on each day of the week preceding the study, and for how long during each session.

Other questionnaires were administered, but not used in the current study; these are described in the Supplementary Materials.

2.3. Materials

For the AAT, pictures of 40 blonde nude models, 40 brown-haired nude models, 40 blonde clothed models and 40 brown-haired clothed models were downloaded from the internet and resized to 1024 \(\times\) 768 pixels. We excluded pictures featuring more than one individual, dark skin color, ambiguous hair color or lack of visible hair to avoid confusion and to ensure that other features of the image did not give away the correct response.

2.4. Approach-avoidance task

In each trial of the AAT, a single picture was presented in the center of the screen. Participants were instructed to approach or avoid these pictures by respectively pressing the downward or upward arrow keys (keyboard group), or by moving the joystick
backward or forward (joystick group). Responses were accompanied by a zoom effect: pictures became larger upon approach and shrank upon avoidance (Rinck & Becker, 2007). Participants completed 8 blocks of 40 trials each, in fixed order. We chose not to counterbalance block order, as we suspected that relevant-feature trials may influence subsequent irrelevant-feature trials more strongly than vice-versa, causing imbalanced carryover effects: nudity is a more salient stimulus feature than hair color, and may thus be harder to ignore than hair color if the participant had previously been instructed to respond to it. Block 1 was preceded by 12 practice trials, and all other blocks by 8. Errors during practice trials were signalled with a large red cross; during non-practice trials error feedback was not shown. In block 1 participants approached pictures with nude models and avoided pictures with dressed models, while in block 2 the reverse instruction was given. These blocks constituted the first half of the relevant-feature AAT. In block 3, participants approached pictures with blonde-haired models (irrespective of clothing) and avoided pictures with brown-haired models, and the opposite responses were required in block 4. These blocks constituted the first half of the irrelevant-feature AAT. For these blocks, we opted to use hair color as the response-determining feature, as paying attention to hair color requires active processing of the content of the pictures, similar to manipulations of camera perspective (Neimeijer, Roefs, Ostafin, & de Jong, 2017; Neimeijer, Roefs, Glashouwer, Jonker, & de Jong, 2019) and unlike manipulations of image tilt and image frame color. The instructions for block 1–4 were repeated for blocks 5–8. All pictures were shown once during the first half of the task and once during the second half in semi-random order, with no more than 2 same-category stimuli appearing consecutively, and with 10 of each category appearing in each block. RT was operationalized as the time from stimulus onset until initiation of response.

2.5. Procedure

Participants provided written informed consent and performed the AAT. They then completed all questionnaires described above, after which they were compensated and debriefed. The entire procedure was approved by the ethical committee of the University of Amsterdam (ref. number 2017-DP-7952).

2.6. Analysis

2.6.1. Trial and participant exclusion

Incorrect responses were excluded, as were RTs below 200 ms and above 2000 ms; this led to the exclusion of 1729 (8.6 %) trials. After this, RTs deviating more than 3 SDs from the participant’s mean were also excluded; this led to the exclusion of 352 (1.75 %) trials. Lastly, participants were entirely excluded from either the relevant-feature or irrelevant-feature AAT if more than 15 % of their trials had been excluded due to errors or outliers, as this is an indication they did not adhere to, or did not understand task instructions, and their RTs are thus less likely to represent an underlying approach-bias. We excluded 2 participants from the relevant-feature AAT and 7 from the irrelevant-feature AAT due to excessive errors; and 1 participant was excluded from both tasks due to excessive outliers. This led to a final sample size of 59 for the relevant-feature AAT and 54 for the irrelevant-feature AAT.

2.6.2. Reliability methodology

Bootstrapped split-half reliability values were computed using the AATtools package (Kahveci, 2019) for R (R Core Team, 2019). To compute bootstrapped split-half reliability, we randomly split trials into two sets, calculated approach-bias scores for each half using the mean double-difference algorithm ([avoid erotic– approach erotic] – [avoid control– approach control]), and computed the correlation between the two sets of approach-bias scores. This process was iterated 1000 times, after which the average of these correlation values was computed to arrive at a final reliability score. As is customary, split-half reliability scores were corrected for reduced test length using the Spearman-Brown prediction formula (Spearman, 1910).

2.6.3. Multilevel methodology

Hypotheses were examined with multilevel analysis using the statistical modelling package lme4 (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) for R (R Core Team, 2019). Reaction times were log-transformed to adhere to multilevel analysis assumptions of normally distributed residuals. For all multilevel analyses, all relevant fixed trial-level variables were also modelled as random effects grouped under subject (following the advice of Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013). Additionally, we also modelled random intercepts per stimulus in every analysis. The statistical significance of the highest-order term was assessed by comparing a model with this term to a model without it, using a Wald chi-square test. All data and analysis scripts of the current study are freely available at its associated Open Science Framework repository (see section “Open science and data availability statement”).

3. Results

3.1. Reliability

The relevant-feature AAT was reliable, $r = .66, p < .001$, but the irrelevant-feature AAT was not, $r = -.11, p = .425$. Due to the unreliability of the irrelevant-feature task, it was omitted from further analyses. The reliability of the joystick relevant-feature AAT, $r = .76, p < .001$, and the keyboard relevant-feature AAT, $r = .52, p = .001$, did not differ significantly, $z = 1.50, p = .226$. 
3.2. Bias

To examine whether an overall approach-bias towards erotic stimuli was present, we fitted a multilevel model predicting log RT with fixed and random main effects and interactions for Movement (0 = avoid; 1 = approach) and StimulusType (0 = clothed; 1 = erotic), as well as random intercepts per stimulus, as displayed in lme4 Eq. 1. A Movement × StimulusType interaction could be demonstrated, $\chi^2(1) = 7.71, p = .006$. Participants approached stimuli faster than they avoided them, and this approach advantage was stronger for erotic stimuli than for clothed model pictures. In other words, there was an approach-bias for erotic stimuli.

$$logRT \sim Movement \times StimulusType + (Movement \times StimulusType | Subject) + (1 | Stimulus)$$

(1)

3.3. Influence of porn use frequency and problematic porn use symptoms

We examined the effect of problematic porn use symptoms and porn use frequency in two separate models, as the two scales were strongly correlated, $r(60) = .56, p < .001$. Their effect on approach-bias was assessed by predicting log RT with fixed and random effects for Movement and StimulusType and their interaction, fixed effects for porn use frequency (SessionsPerWeek) or problematic porn use symptoms (PPUS) and its interactions with the other variables, and random intercepts per stimulus, as displayed in lme4 Eq. 2. SessionsPerWeek moderated the magnitude of approach-bias, $\chi^2(1) = 5.01, p = .025$. PPUS did not, $\chi^2(1) = .55, p = .815$. Participants who used more porn thus also had a stronger approach-bias towards erotic stimuli. Stronger symptoms of problematic porn use, however, did not similarly translate to a stronger approach-bias.

$$logRT \sim Movement \times StimulusType \times Scale + (Movement \times StimulusType | Subject) + (1 | Stimulus)$$

(2)

We compared the model with problematic porn use symptoms to the model with porn use frequency to examine which one explains the most variance. Porn use frequency explained more variance in RTs than problematic porn use symptoms did, $\chi^2(0) = 2.76, p < .001$.

Following Sklenarik et al. (2019), we identified 5 participants with a PPUS score of 28 or higher and classified them as problematic porn users. We compared the performance of problematic and non-problematic porn users on the AAT with a multilevel model following lme4 Eq. 2, using group classification in place of the Scale variable. There was no demonstrable difference between problematic and non-problematic porn users in approach bias, as demonstrated by the absence of a significant interaction between Movement and StimulusType, $\chi^2(1) = .51, p = .473$. If anything, problematic porn users' average approach-bias was lower (6 ms) than that of non-problematic porn users (49 ms), as computed with a mean double difference score. There was no significant difference either when only erotic stimuli were examined, as was done by Sklenarik et al., $\chi^2(1) = .53, p = .465$.

3.4. Effect of response device

To examine whether the overall approach-bias to erotic stimuli was different for the AAT variants with different response devices, we added response device as a third fixed term interacting with the other fixed terms from lme4 Eq. 1, as displayed in lme4 Eq. 3. Overall approach-bias did not differ for the joystick and keyboard tasks, $\chi^2(1) = 2.66, p = .103$.

![Fig. 1.](image_url) There is a differing linear effect of porn use frequency on approach-bias for erotic and clothed model stimuli, but only for the joystick-AAT. Points represent the ‘approach advantage’ for clothed (grey/round) or erotic (red/triangular) stimuli, and the lines represent the average trend of this approach advantage for lower and higher values of porn use frequency (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
logRT – Movement * StimulusType * ResponseDevice + (Movement * StimulusType | Subject) + (1 | Stimulus)

(3)

Next, we examined whether the moderating effect of porn use frequency on approach-bias differed between response devices, by adding a fixed effect and interactions for response device to the aforementioned model, as displayed in lme4 Eq. 4. Response device did moderate the relationship between porn use frequency and approach-bias \( \chi^2 (1) = 6.18, p = .013 \). Follow-up analyses revealed that porn use frequency had a three-way interaction with Movement and Stimulus type in the joystick condition, \( \chi^2 (1) = 7.05, p = .008 \), but not in the keyboard condition, \( \chi^2 (1) = 0, p = .975 \), as can be seen in Fig. 1. More porn use predicted more approach-bias for erotic stimuli, but only when this approach-bias was measured with a joystick.

logRT – Movement * StimulusType * Scale * ResponseDevice + (Movement * StimulusType | Subject) + (1 | Stimulus)

(4)

4. Discussion

Our main findings can be summarized as follows: we found an overall approach-bias for erotic pictures (replicating Hofmann et al., 2009) that was larger than the approach-bias for non-erotic pictures of women. This bias was associated with higher porn use frequency, but not with self-reported symptoms of problematic porn use. We further found that porn use frequency only predicted relevant-feature approach-bias when the latter was measured with real pull and push movements using a joystick. Lastly, we found that the relevant-feature AAT was reasonably reliable, but the irrelevant-feature AAT was not. We will discuss each of these findings in the following paragraphs.

4.1. Approach-bias relates to porn use but not to use-related problems

The association of approach-bias with frequency of porn use but not with problematic porn use symptoms contrasts with the findings of a number of studies: Snagowski and Brand (2015) reported a curvilinear association between approach-bias and problematic cravings and social problems, but no link between approach-bias and actual porn use; Stark et al. (2017) demonstrated a link between measures of problematic porn use and erotic approach-bias; Sklenarik et al. (2019) found a link between approach-bias and loss of control over porn use. In particular, our sample had a similar number of problematic porn users as Sklenarik et al. (2019), but while they found that problematic porn users had an approach-bias twice as large as non-problematic porn users, we found no such difference. However, our findings are in line with a study from the gambling literature, finding that gambling approach-bias was similarly related to frequency, but not with self-reported problems (Boffo et al., 2018). Taken together, these findings suggest that approach-bias does not have a simple relationship with symptoms of problematic use in the behavioral addiction domain. Why might this be the case?

One possibility is that the link between frequency of use and problems is stronger in substance addictions than in non-substance addictions, as substances physically harm the individual more when they are used more (Rehm et al., 2013), which is not necessarily the case for behavioral addictions, where the harm is more dependent on situational factors and cultural beliefs. Frequent porn use is typically considered less harmful than other behavioral and substance addictions – one study did not find a relationship between the amount of porn use and level of experienced problems (Twohig et al., 2009); and the harm that it causes is not commonly known or seen by the environment. The literature suggests frequent porn use relates to reduced relationship satisfaction and erectile dysfunction, but these are not problematic when the individual is not in a (sexual) relationship (Muise, Milhausen, Cole, & Graham, 2013; Wéry & Billieux, 2016). For these reasons, only a subset of porn users would feel a need to reduce their porn use, and find out that they are unable to do so. Those who do report problematic porn use tend to have negative associations with the behavior, for example for social or religious reasons (Gola, Lewczuk, & Skorko, 2016). Problematic porn use is therefore not merely a function of the frequency of porn use, but likely also of the individual’s relationship status, beliefs about porn, and motivation to quit. This crucial role of external factors also exists in gambling, where affluent and financially disadvantaged individuals could spend the same amount of money, but only the poor are harmed. In substance abuse, in contrast, the substance itself causes harm to the individual regardless of their situation (Rehm et al., 2013), leading to a more consistent association between quantity of use, problematic use symptoms, and implicit biases.

As approach-bias is theorized to play a role in the decision to use porn (Brand, Young, Laier, Wölfling, & Potenza, 2016), it may thus only play a role in problematic porn use when excessive porn use is the cause of the experienced problems. This is often but not always the case, for example when a patient engages in digital sexual activities at normal intervals but is unable to reduce their use despite negative effects due to the nature of the specific activity or due to contextual factors. To shed light on this complex relationship between the quantity of use, the self-perceived problematic nature of the behavior, and the harm due to use, further research is required in clinical populations, where a stronger co-occurrence of highly frequent porn use and experienced negative effects is likely.

4.2. Reliability of AAT variants and validity of response devices

Our second set of findings relates to the assessment of approach-biases in addiction: we assessed the influence of different response devices on AAT results, as well as the reliability of the relevant-feature and irrelevant-feature AAT. Our results are consistent
with previous studies showing the irrelevant-feature AAT is unreliable (Kersbergen et al., 2015) and there is an overall approach-bias for positively valenced stimuli, regardless of response device (van Dantzig et al., 2008). However, we found that approach-bias as measured with the joystick relates more strongly to the frequency of porn use. This has implications future research: physical approach or avoid movement may be necessary to reveal approach-biases that are related to behavior. As far as we know there are no keyboard-AAT studies relating approach-bias scores to the frequency of use; studies using keyboard-AATs have only been able to distinguish drug from nondrug cues and users from non-users, for whom drug cues may not have any affective value (e.g. Peeters et al., 2012). In line with the original embodied conceptualization of approach-bias (Chen & Bargh, 1999), our results suggest that future AAT studies will likely produce more behaviorially relevant results when physical approach and avoidance movements are required to respond.

4.3. Directions for future research

Our results open up new avenues for future research. In other addictions, approach-bias has been successfully modified to reduce frequency of use and improve treatment outcomes (Boffo et al., 2019; Kakoschke, Kemps, & Tiggemann, 2017; Wiers, Boffo, & Field, 2018). The current study demonstrates a link between approach-bias and porn use, but does not inform us about the causal direction of this relationship. Further research is needed to demonstrate whether experimentally reducing this approach-bias also reduces porn use. This could be of benefit to individuals who experience a loss of control over their porn use and are thus unable to reduce it through only explicit mechanisms. Additionally, further research is needed to demonstrate whether these results generalize to individuals of other genders and sexualities.

4.4. Conclusion

In conclusion, our findings reveal a general approach-bias for erotic stimuli in men, which is elevated in those who consume more erotic content in daily life. Our study also highlights that use-related approach-bias may be preferentially measured with a joystick. Understanding the relationship between approach-bias and actual use, and addiction symptoms will be important in understanding and successfully treating behavioral addictions.
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